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t~ 1. Even though Bob is the smartest boy in his class, he is __ and modest. 

~ (A) arrogant (B) egotistic (C) humble ~ (D) proud 

~ 2. A good sense of keeps us from being too serious and helps us to deal with the ups and 

~ downs oflife. -

,4~ I (A) humor (B) smell (C) position (D) rudeness 

3. Those who shop regularly for food and clothing generally are aware of ___ and prices. 

(A) luxury (B) definition (C) circulation (D) quality 

4. Besides doing my homework after school, reading novels took up much of my tinle. 

(A) leisure (B) school (C) occupied (D) laboratory 

5. Three volunteers have organized a community watch program for the purpose of combating the 

, crime rate. 

(A) risen (B) rose (C) rises (D) rising 

6. The new clerk was told that if the computer didn't function properly, he would have to use~_ 

means. 

(A) remote (B) alternative (C) pleasant (D) internal 

7. I ~ad difficulty making myself __ when I was visiting Germany because I didn't speak 

German. 

(A) understand (B) understood (C) understanding (D) to understand 

8. The school provides different scholarships for __ students with outstanding academic 

I, performance. 

(A) ordinary (B) common (C) prominent (D) average 

1,9. The applicant is pacing up and down the hall, waiting and anxiously for the answer. 

(A) impatiently (B) appropriately (C) calmly (D) softly 

,10. Since the final exam is her last chance to pass the course, Jenny has no choice but to on 

I; her studies. 

11 (A) concentrate (B) neglect (C) forget (D) disregard 
I! 
,11. Although most doctors agree that exercise is beneficial, there are doctors who think that 

1 ---

•exercise may do harm. 

(A) adequate (B) excessive (C) moderate (D) sensible 

12. My favorite __ is garlic. I use garlic in all the dishes. 

(A) identity (B) interest (C) ingredient (D) impulse 

13. It is Mary's _____ to do the dishes every Monday and Friday nights. 

(A) chore (B) freedom (C) category (D) cause 

14. Henry tried to _.__ and cheat his friends as they were playing a card game. 

(A) protect (B) support (C) assist (D) deceive 
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15. My sister was very __ and generous to help me buy my first house. 

(A) greedy (B) inconsiderate (C) charitable (D) selfish 

16. Wind power is a clean way to _.__ a city with energy. 

(A) reject (B) shorten (C) sustain (D) deprive 

17. After a long day, Angela took a shower to __ herself. 

(A) refresh (B) recruit (C) relist (D) release 

18. Mike has a __ for invention and that is why he became a scientist. 

(A) passion (B) profession (C) possession (D) production 

19. Judy wanted to find a for Halloween. Finally, she decided to dress like a witch. 

(A) disorder (B) donor (C) drama (D) disguise 

20. Andy decided to find a part-time job because he could no longer __ the boredom of doing 

nothing during his summer vacation. 

(A) maintain (B) enable (C) approve (D) endure 

21. The chief the vegetables into small pieces for the soup. 

(A) cut (B) cutting (C) is cut (D) being cut 

22. Don't forget to do good deeds and share what you have __ those in need. 

(A) to (B) with (C) over (D) at 

23. If you don't pay your bill, the electricity company may_'__ the electricity. 

(A) shut off (B) show up (C) take out (D) tum back 

24. In order to make one tablespoon ofhoney, a bee has to visit __ 4,200 flowers. 

(A) as much as (B) not less than (C) better than (D) as many as 

25. Jane is a loyal employee. She was recently offered a better job at another company but __ 

(A) took it over (B) tried it out (C) turned it down (D) tuned it in 

26. In order to __ weight, Linda exercises every morning and drinks plenty of water. 

(A) lose (B) loose (C) lost (D) loosen 

27. Democracy can only flourish when people are to speak freely. 

(A) prevented (B) allowed (C) restricted (D) hindered 

28. people are using social networking services to keep in touch with their friends nowadays. 

(A) More or less (B) Most of all (C) More and more (D) Many and more 

29. After going away for college, it took James some tinle to __ to the new environment. 

(A) adapt (B) refer (C) access (D) escape 

30. All the students to pass an English proficiency test before graduating. 

(A) will be requiring (B) are required (C) had required (D) were requiring 

31. Although the police searched far and wide, the missing child was to be found. 

(A) whereabouts (B) anywhere (C) elsewhere (D) nowhere 
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32. When writing an official business letter, it is important to write clearly and __ 

(A) concisely (B) ambiguously (C) vaguely, (D) tentatively 

33. When for a flight, all passengers must be cleared by security before boarding the aircraft. 

(A) booking up (B) checking in (C) checking out (D) taking up 

34. Ted is always complaining about being poor, __ he owns two houses, drives a sports car, and 

takes a vacation overseas every year. 

(A) so (B) or (C) and (D) yet 

35. You can exchange or refund the goods within seven days, __ you keep the receipt. 

(A) as long as (B) unless (C) in case (D) afterwards 

36. Don't look at my diary. It is personal and __ 

(A) public (B) private (C) local (D) open 

37. This train is not __ today due to heavy snow. 

(A) operate (B) operating (C) operated (D) been operate 

38. A recent study shows that hunger is a very big problem around the world. 

(A) extra (B) grand (C) inborn (D) global 

39. After I paid for the new car, my bank account was nearly __ 

(A) complete (B) filled (C) empty (D) overflowing 

40. Tom has a big __. He eats all the time. 

(A) agreement (B) appetite' (C) assignment (D) account 

~'~~~._M: ••~t~~~~.o~o~ 
(A) 

Imagine the ideal food. One that contains all the necessary nutrients, but not exceed, our daily 

. nutrient _41_. If such a food existed, consuming it, without eating any other, would provide the 

_42_ nutritional balance for our body. However, such a food does not exist. But we can do the 

next best thing. Superfoods are foods - mostly plant-based but also some fish and dairy - thought 

to be nutritionally dense and thus good for one's health. Blueberries, saiInon, and nuts are just a few 

examples of foods that have received the "superfood" _43_. Superfoods do more than just help 

•you meet your vitamin and mineral needs. When combined with regular exercise and a balanced 

: diet, _44_ these top superfoods into your day can benefit many different aspects of your health. 


But the key to a healthy diet is to consume _45_ of nutritious foods in the right quantities. 


41. (A) damages (B) demands (C) commands (D) programs 


.42. (A) optimal (B) least (C) worst (D) lowest 


43. (A) layer (B) player (C) label (D) rebel 


·44. (A) avoiding (B) adding (C) preventing (D) taking out 


45. (A) a limited amount (B) restricted types (C) a few (D) a variety 
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(B) 

It's undeniable that people stare at their phone screens too much. In fact, a recent study found 

that the average adult spends five and a half hours every week _46_ social media. That's nearly 

12 full days every year. A lot of us are now addicted to social media. The feeling of happiness you 

get from likes, comments and retweets is actually rewiring your brain to crave Facebook, Twitter 

and Instagram. To test if you're at risk for addiction, ask yourself: Do you feel like social media is 

keeping you _47_ doing your best work or living up to your full potential? If your answer is yes, 

then you've been bitten by the social bug. Like breaking any bad habit, the secret is to replace your 

bad habit _48_ a better one in order for the transformation or new habits to stick. If you stick to 

social media because of boredom or stress, the reasons are still going to be there. But you can 

replace your response to these triggers with something positive and productive. For example, tell 

yourself: "When I feel bored at work, I'm going to take a walk _49_ the block." Or "When I feel 

stressed out, I'm going to do a three-minute breathing exercise." The best new habit you could 

create is one that frees you from the chains of distraction and misused time. Join the fast-growing 

ranks of people pushing back _50_ the tide of social media, and revel in your newfound freedom. 

46. (A) on (B) in (C) over (D) at 

47. (A) to (B) at (C) from (D) on 

48. (A) at (B) to (C) under (D) with 

49. (A) in (B) around (C) for (D) over 

50. (A) against (B) for (C) in (D) with 
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1. on purpose 

2. make a difference 

3. carryon 
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